As we rapidly continue into the information age, the rate at which data is produced has created an unprecedented demand for novel methods to effectively/efficiently extract insightful patterns. Then, once paired with domain knowledge, we can seek to understand the past, make predictions about the future, and ultimately take actionable steps towards improving our society. Thus, due to the fact that much of today's big data can be represented as graphs, emphasis is being taken to harness the natural structure of data through network analysis. Furthermore, many real-world networks can be better represented as signed networks, e.g., in an online social network such as Facebook, friendships can be represented as positive links while negative links can represent blocked users. Hence, due to signed networks being ubiquitous, in this work we seek to provide a fundamental background into the domain, a hierarchical categorization of existing work highlighting both seminal and state of the art, provide a curated collection of signed network datasets, and discuss important future directions.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Most existing network analysis research has focused on unsigned networks (or networks with only positive links). However, in many real-world social systems, relations between two nodes can be represented as signed networks with positive and negative links, where negative links can denote their foes and those they distrust, "unfriend"/"unfollow", and blocked users. In addition, systems from other domains such as chemistry, biology and ecology, physics, and political science have also been modeled as signed networks. However, the introduction of negative links in signed networks not only increases the complexity of the network representation, but also poses tremendous challenges for traditional unsigned network analysis. Hence, signed network analysis typically requires innovative and dedicated efforts to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. • We present an introduction into signed network analysis while concisely discussing foundational knowledge and providing a hierarchical categorization of existing problems. • We provide a public dataset repository 1 that contains a comprehensive set of curated signed network datasets. • Finally, we give future directions to guide those seeking to further advance the possibilities in signed network analysis.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
With roots in social psychology [12] , signed network analysis has been gaining increased attention in recent years due to the evergrowing popularity of online social media. While in online social media some sites allow for the explicit representation of negative connections (e.g., blocking), in others we can also create implicit negative connections modeled from the users interactions. A fundamental difference in signed networks as compared to unsigned networks is that negative and positive links have different properties. For example, positive links exhibit high local clustering, small diameters, and high transitivity, whereas the respective opposites are observed for negative links [10, 19] . In addition, the most applicable social theories to aid in our understanding and predictions have uniquely been discovered considering the interactions between positive and negative links together. For example, balance theory [3] can concisely be summarized with undirected signed triangles such as "A friend of a fiend is my friend" being balanced, while others like "An enemy of my friend is my enemy. " are unbalanced; this was later further analyzed in signed bipartite networks using signed butterflies [6] . Status theory [17] , is a directed signed network theory with the premise similar to that of a ladder, where positive links represent the giver expressing higher prestige over themselves and similarly negative links expressing a lower opinion of the receiver than the giver themselves. Hence, this theory can be similarly used to balance theory to add constraints such that resulting predictions should more globally adhere to the theory.
PROBLEMS AND METHODOLOGIES
Signed network analysis can broadly be categorized as consisting of efforts towards measuring, modeling, mining, and their applications with more detail given in Figure 1 
Signed Network Measuring
The most traditional methods in signed network measuring are centrality [13] and ranking, where methods have been developed seeking to handle the difference between "famous" and "infamous" nodes. Another development is in discovering the similarity between nodes in signed networks either coming from personalized ranking methods and dedicated relevance measurements [10] .
Signed Network Modeling
Mechanistic network models are designed to construct synthetic networks that exhibit structural properties that are universally common for a given network type. In comparison, generative network models are a class of network models that take as input a given network and are able to construct synthetic networks that maintain similar properties to that of the input network. In [5] the first generative signed network model was introduced focused to better maintain balance theory (through the distribution of signed triangles) and simultaneously the link sign ratio. The previous signed network models had been mechanistic and required many parameters to be handcrafted to generate synthetic networks closely related to a desired existing network; however, having the benefit that they can generalize to construct diverse sets of signed networks.
Signed Network Mining and Applications
For signed network mining the most traditional tasks performed are community detection (i.e., clustering), link sign prediction, subgraph finding (e.g., cliques), link prediction, and node classification.
In community detection (i.e., clustering) the classical approaches were based on spectral methods [14] . More recently however, network embeddings methods have become state-of-the-art when being applied to numerous tasks (including clustering [22] ) with graph neural network based approaches typically performing the best [8] . The other two primary tasks that researchers have focused their attention are node classification [1] and link sign prediction [16] , which seek to predict the class of an unlabeled node or link, respectively. Efforts have also been made towards jointly predicting both link and interaction polarities [11] . In addition subgraph finding had been extended to signed networks, such as in [2] .
Furthermore, signed networks have been used in various other domains outside of their traditional usage in analyzing online social networks with a lot of work (including the foundational) coming from social psychology. More specifically, in chemistry signed networks (i.e., Möbius graphs) are used with studying molecular systems [21] ; in ecology for analyzing community structure [4] ; in physics for modeling frustration in spin glasses [20] ; and in political science for analyzing balance [6, 9] and predicting link signs [6] (e.g., predicting future congressional votes [7] ).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this section, we highlight future directions in each of the main categories. For measuring, the new direction likely to have the most impact is that of tie-strength prediction [10] . This task can either be performed with using only the network structure, or with the added assumption of having additional side information associated with the links and/or nodes. Essentially, this is the problem of taking an unweighted signed network and predicting an associated weight for each edge. For modeling, future directions can build on existing unsigned models such as Preferential Attachment and Kronecker Graphs [15] , investigating models to maintain directed signed networks and status theory [17] , and deep generative signed network models. Lastly, adversarial attack/defense have seen great attention recently, and so a dedicated effort (such as a rewiring attack [18] ) we present as another open direction.
